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Why take a
revolutionary approach?
Between the Federal Trade Regulation’s CAN-SPAM Act and
the EU’s recent General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
email marketing is going through a bit of a rough patch.

With consumer protection legislation on the rise,
eCommerce marketers are finding themselves in
a tight spot. While research suggests that people
are open to email marketing, it’s becoming
increasingly difficult to reach these people without
coming off as spam or violating some regulation
or another. The days of flippant, low-effort mass
emailing are long over.
The world of email marketing has changed and

Media Here

those who fail to change with it are doomed
to failure. It’s time for email marketers to shake
off old habits and mindsets and try something
new. Instead of seeing consumer protection
regulations as restrictions, consider how they can
help guide your email marketing efforts. Use the
knowledge that these regulations are indicative
of consumer desires and preferences to your
advantage. In this guide, we explore the essentials
of a revolutionary, future-forward email marketing
strategy—quality subscribers, engaging content,
and comprehensive testing.
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SECTION 2

Find someone
who actually cares.
Escaping the “bigger is better” mentality and filling your
email lists with quality subscribers.
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Quantity is good,
quality is better.
If you already have a pretty bulky list of subscribers,
you know that bigger is not always better when it
comes to email marketing. While addressing the
largest possible audience can occasionally be
effective, oftentimes it can feel like screaming into
the void. That’s not to say you should limit your
subscription opportunities—rather, try to get in the
mindset that quantity is not everything.
Aim instead for quality subscribers—those who
hope to get plenty of communication in exchange
for their information and who will actively engage
with your content. Create one or more personas
to characterize your ideal subscriber(s), then
use these to determine where and how you
present your subscription opportunities. If your
persona is completely new to your products, try
locking your most popular, basic, and approachable
content behind subscription gates. If they’re actively
comparing your brand against some competitors,
put subscription prompts in buyer’s guides and
in-depth educational materials. Make sure the
language around each subscription opportunity
lets each persona know that what they’re signing
up for is relevant to their interests.
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How to build a list of
quality subscribers.
1

Implement Exit Intent
Pop-Ups

2

Use Pages to Prompt
Prompt your visitors to take the next step

Love them or hate them, exit intent

by working subscription opportunities into

pop-ups work. Consider creating a few

your home page and subpages.

unique popups that prompt shoppers to
sign up for emails.

3

5

Pay for Them

4

Offer a Relevant Reward

Sometimes, earned media can only go

Use gated guides, worksheets, and

so far. A paid social media post or search

studies to pique the interest of potential

engine ad could help you reach broader

subscribers and show them what they can

audiences and amass new subscribers.

expect from your email communications.

Leave Them Wanting More

6

Polish Your Popular Pieces

Instead of ending your content with a

Identify your most popular content and

traditional conclusion, consider leaving

look for ways to incorporate subscription

your audience with the possibility of

opportunities. These could take the form

learning more through signing up to

of end-of-article CTAs, mid-page links, or

receive emails.

popup forms.
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SECTION 3

Don’t Be Boring.
How to make your emails irresistible...or at least openable.
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You have 11 seconds. Make them count.
Now that you’ve amassed a robust, highly segmentable list of quality subscribers,
it’s time to talk to them. This is where things can get tricky. The average email
recipient will spend 11.1 seconds reading your email. And that’s if they open it in
the first place. If you don’t catch your recipient’s attention in the subject line and
email body, you’ve lost them. All your hard work, composition time, and careful
segmentation? Straight to the trash folder (if you’re lucky...otherwise an unhappy
recipient may flag your email as spam or unsubscribe). Your chance to make an
impression is vanishingly brief, so you’re going to need to lead with a dazzling
subject line and then follow through with equally engaging content.
Of course, what’s engaging to one audience may be tedious or even offensive
to another. This is why it’s important to know who you’re talking to. Remember
those personas we discussed in Section 2? You’re going to want to take another
look at those.
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3 Steps For Creating an Engaging Email:
01 Create persona-driven content.
You’re going to be talking to a lot of people. A lot of people with different needs,
interests, titles, and time constraints. This makes it almost impossible to create content
that will appeal to absolutely everyone on your list—even if that list is chock-full of
quality subscribers. Your best bet here is to create content with consideration for the
same persona(s) you targeted when building your list. This will ensure that the content
you deliver is reminiscent of that which attracted each subscriber in the first place.

02 Spit it out already.
Letting your subscribers know about your store’s latest 40% off sale? Just say it!
Put it in your subject line, your preview text, your headers, and your email copy.
Don’t succumb to the temptation to craft a narrative justifying your reason for
communicating—that just gives recipients more opportunities to get lost or lose
interest. Your subscribers are smart, they knew what they were doing when they
signed up. They want to hear what you have to say, so just say it!

03 Don’t be boring (even when you have to be).
Your email will usually compete with dozens—if not hundreds—of others when it hits a
recipient’s inbox. You’ll have to get creative if you want to stand out. Think of new ways
to spin your message. Use humor and show a little personality...but be smart about it.
Not every brand can pull off a sassy corporate Twitter account or get away with putting
pictures of puppies in cowboy outfits in their newsletters. Know your brand, know your
audience, and use small groups to test the waters when adopting new approaches.
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SECTION 4

Think beyond A/B.
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Put your emails
to the test.
Most email marketing software platforms are capable
of running a variety of small, simple tests that can help
you refine your emails...to an extent. Unfortunately,
discovering which button color or subject line emoji
performs the best rarely makes a huge impact on
the efficacy of your overall email marketing efforts.
For a more comprehensive analysis of your email
performance, you’ll have to put in some extra effort
and run more in-depth tests.
This kind of comprehensive testing is tough,
time-consuming, and completely worth it. By
pinpointing exactly what kind of email each of
your segments prefers, you’ll be able to streamline
your efforts into creating only the most effective
and optimized emails.
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6 Email Marketing
Tests to Run
Activity by Segment

Email Layout

Take a look at how different emails are

Rearrange your layouts and see how it

received by each of your segments. One

affects activity. Perhaps your CTA performs

segment may prefer wordier, educational

better in a different location or recipients

emails while another favors easily

are more likely to click a button if it follows

digestible content.

some descriptive text.

Email Design

Content Topic

Create a plain text email, minimally

Mix it up a bit. If you usually share

designed email, and visual-heavy email to

promotions in your emails, consider instead

determine which your recipients prefer.

discussing some of your recent blog posts
and see how your recipients react.

Content Tone

Send Time

Try out some different ways of

Divide your list into small, random

communicating with your audience.

segments and send each the same email

Create test emails that range in tone

at different times of day. Repeat this test

from conversational to authoritative

until you’ve discovered the time that yields

and everything in between.

the most activity.
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Ready to start an email
marketing revolution?
Miva integrates with your email marketing software, giving you everything
you need to create intelligent, effective emails for your eCommerce store.

TALK TO A SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT

OR CALL 800.608.MIVA
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